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Dear Nevada ASA Members and Friends, 
 

Read on for information on  
what our Chapter has been up to and  
what we are planning for the future. 
Please keep an eye on our website  

for more details on all upcoming events. 
 

www.amstat.org/chapters/nevada/ 
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  Coming Events   
 

 

Our Annual Meeting will take place in the South 
this coming Fall; stay tuned for announcements of 
this and other events. 
 
 
 

From the President’s Desk 
 
 

Debra Stiver 
 

2016 greetings to all members and interested friends!  
NV-ASA is pleased to welcome two new officers to our 
Executive Board - Erick Gremlich from northern Nevada, 
and Gayle Allenback from southern Nevada.  This is the 

first board position for both and their election promises 
energy and new ideas for the Nevada Chapter.  See their 
bios below for an introduction to their expertise and 
interests.   
 
We extend a note of gratitude to our out-going board 
members Alicia Hansen (Northern VP) and Jessica 
Jaynes (Chapter Secretary).  The Nevada Chapter is 
grateful for their hard work and contributions to many 
successful chapter activities.  Alicia has served in in a 
variety of capacities over the years and will be taking a 
temporary hiatus.  We wish the best to Jessica, who is 
currently on leave from UNLV.  
 
National ASA is planning the 2016 JSM meetings to be 
held in Chicago.  The membership of ASA is thousands 
strong with global representation.  The governing body 
of the world’s largest professional statistical organization 
maintains remarkably close ties with local membership; 
ASA officers and professional staff are committed to 
supporting chapter activities and growth.  Dr. Jessica 
Utts, the 2016 President of ASA, visited our chapter at 
its 2015 fall symposium and annual meeting.  She 
provided the keynote address and discussed many of the 
initiatives currently promoting the science and practice 
of statistical analysis.  The ASA website reports that 
statisticians are projected to be one of the fastest-
growing jobs in the U.S. in the next decade.  The report, 
undertaken by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, projects a 
34% growth in the field from 2014 to 2024, while the 
growth rate for all occupations is projected to be 7% 
during that same decade (amstat.org).  If you are working 
in or considering the field of statistical analysis, the 
future could not be more promising for expanded 
participation, regardless of discipline.  We invite you to 
explore our Chapter and the national organization and 
become active in one or more of our many state or 
regional activities.  


 

Elections 2015 


Erick Gremlich is our new Northern Vice President and 
Gayle Allenback is our new Secretary; see their bios.  

http://www.amstat.org/chapters/nevada/
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Their terms are 2016-2017.  Deb Stiver will continue as 
Chapter President through 2017, and Charles Davis will 
extend his one-year appointment as Southern Vice 
President through 2016. 
 
Positions that will be up for elections this coming fall are 
Southern Vice President, Treasurer, and Chapter 
Representative.   
 
 
 
 

Fall Symposium 2015  
& Annual Meeting 

 
 

Our Fall Symposium took place on the UNR campus 
October 17, 2015.  The general theme of the Nevada 
Symposium was “Statistical Analysis in Public Policy 
Formation in Nevada”.  This theme was chosen to 
parallel several initiatives being pursued in recent years 
by the American Statistical Association.  The 2015 JSM 
proceedings highlighted the use of statistics and data 
analysis to promote better decision making.  

The keynote speaker was Jessica Utts, Chair of the 
Department of Statistics at the University of California, 
Irvine, and (then) President-Elect of the American 
Statistical Association, speaking on “ASA’s Activities 
and Successes in Influencing Public Policy”.  She 
pointed out that the ASA has a Director of Statistic 
Policy (Steve Pierson), a webpage containing many links 
on the area (www.amstat.org/policy/), and frequent 
columns in the Amstat News.  Major goals of the ASA’s 
effort include raising the profile of statistics and 
statisticians in policymaking and advocating on behalf of 
statisticians and funding for statistics.  Activities include 
meeting with those in executive and legislative branches 
of the Federal government, nominating candidates for 
Federal Advisory Committees, writing letters advocating 
the proper use and interpretation of statistics (example: 
protesting the removal of How to Lie with Statistics from 
VA training), and writing position statements on 
qualifications for teaching introductory statistics and 
opposing personal attacks on scientists working on 
climate change issues.  The webpage contains much, 
much more. 
 
The afternoon sessions focused on “Statistical Analysis 
in Public Policy Formation in Nevada”.  The first two 
speakers focused on water policy in Nevada.  We heard 
from Shawn Stoddard of the Truckee Meadows Water 
Authority, on the importance of using appropriate data 
collections methods as a building block on providing 
analysis leading to good decision making.  Kim Rollins 
of the Department of Economics, UNR, provided an 
analysis of factors related to water demand.  Some of 

these are not subject to control, such as demographics, 
economic trends, and weather; others are responsive to 
policies such as pricing and other incentives (turf 
watering restrictions, encouragement of xeriscaping).  
The results can be useful for forecasting water usage and, 
to some extent, as input for policy decisions which might 
encourage conservation. 
 
The water policy presentations were following by a 
discussion entitled “The Use of Statistical Sampling On 
Urban Planning and Development”.  The speaker, Fred 
Steinmann of the UNR Center for Economic 
Development, discussed the use of data collection to 
assist with decision making related to downtown 
development projects in Reno.  Dr. Steinmann was 
followed by Tabor Griswold, Health Services Research 
Analyst with the University of Nevada School of 
Medicine, on “Health Workforce Trends and Policy in 
Nevada and the United States”.  She presented data on 
the growing demand, both in recent history and projected, 
for healthcare professionals and on the workforce 
shortages.  Regarding the latter, NV was ranked 50th or 
even 51st among states for practitioners per capita for 
certain categories (surgeons, RNs, certified nurse 
anesthetists).  These data help inform policy decisions 
such as those concerning education leading to careers in 
health care, particularly in NV, budgeting, and loan 
repayment policies.  
 
 
 
 

New Officers  
 
 
Erick Gremlich 
 
Erick, our new Northern 
Vice President, is an AP 
Statistics teacher at 
Churchill County High 
School in Fallon, NV.  
Originally from Las Vegas, 
Erick received his 
Bachelor’s degree in 
Secondary Education 
Mathematics from the 
University of Utah in 2007 
and his MA from Western 
Governor’s University in 
2011.  He is excited to be 
teaching statistics and 
helping the Chapter.  We welcome Erick to his new 
leadership role! 
 
 
 
 

http://www.amstat.org/policy/
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Gayle Allenback 
 
Gayle is our new Secretary.  
She has over 20 years 
experience in the medical 
field, having begun her 
career as a clinical 
healthcare professional 
(occupational therapist) in 
hospital, school system, 
and home health settings 
before pursuing in 
Epidemiology/Biostatistics 
and changing focus to a 
more far-reaching non-
clinical role as the data 
analyst for the Infection 
Prevention department at 
Valley Health System. She 
is currently the data analyst/biostatistician for the 
University of Nevada School of Medicine’s Office of 
Medical Research in Las Vegas.  She has made multiple 
oral and poster presentations of her research at national 
and regional conferences and has submitted several 
manuscripts for publication in medical journals.   
 
 
=========== 

Statistical Consulting as a Career 
=========== 

 

On November 5, 2015 the NV-ASA held an event on 
the UNLV campus focusing on consulting as a career, 
with subtitle “What’s It Like Out There?”.  The evening 
began with brief presentations by NV-ASA members 
with some years of experience in the field, and then 
turned to discussions of questions that had been posed by 
UNLV graduate students.  These had been passed on to 
colleagues elsewhere for their input; the discussion was 
wide-ranging and productive.  Some of the questions 
were: 
 
“Briefly, how did you arrive at being a consultant?  What 
skills and talents do you have that particularly apply to 
this sort of work?  Do you have a particular field of 
application, and if so how did that come about?” 
 
“Does a consultant specialize in a particular area of 
application?  How do you promote your services? 
(advertising, word-of-mouth, papers in subject-matter 
publications) How do projects come to you?  Describe 
typical first and last steps for a project.” 
 
“How do you deal with customers who are ‘statistician 
shopping’ in hopes of finding someone with credentials 
who will give the ‘right’ answer?” 
 

One important answer that came from the discussion was 
that there are different types of positions: a staff position 
in a company that is funded as a resource freely available 
to all; a staff position in a company that operating units 
may utilize but are charged against their budgets for; a 
position with a consulting company, where everything 
depends on sales of the services; or an independent 
consultant or micro-business.  The question that was 
discussed but not answered well was that all-important 
one of “How do you find customers who need your 
expertise?”. 

 
 
 
 

July 30-August 4, 2016 
Chicago, Illinois 

 
 
 
UNLV Statistics Colloquium/Seminar Series 
 

 

The Department of Mathematical Sciences announces 
several statistical seminars, all Fridays at 11:30am in 
CBC C-138, preceded by refreshments: 
 
March 11: HK Tony Ng, Southern Methodist University 
March 18: J Kim, Moffitt Cancer Center & University of 

South Florida 
April 22:   M Mulekar, University of Southern Alabama 
May 6:      PK Choudhary, University of Texas at Dallas. 
 
For more information go to 
http://faculty.unlv.edu/cho/statseminar.htm.   
 
 
 

Joining NV-ASA! 
 
 

Only a minority of the people who receive this 
newsletter are members of the Nevada Chapter of the 
American Statistical Association (NV-ASA).  Dues are 
nominal: $20 per year, $10 a year for members of the 
national ASA, and $2 for student members of the 
national ASA.  There are two ways to join.  You can join 
NV-ASA when you renew your national ASA 
membership (or join for the first time); this can be done 
on-line at www.amstat.org.  Otherwise, whether a 
national ASA member or not, you can join through 
PayPal on our website www.amstat.org/chapters/nevada/ 
or by contacting our Treasurer Guogen Shan.  Any way 
you do it, please obtain an information form from our 
website, complete it, and send it to Dr. Shan at the 
address listed on the form. 
 

http://faculty.unlv.edu/cho/statseminar.htm
http://www.amstat.org/
http://www.amstat.org/chapters/nevada/
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2016/index.cfm
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2016/index.cfm
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Why should you join?  NV-ASA events provide 
opportunities for networking and contact with other 
statisticians working in a wide variety of areas in Nevada.  
But in addition to that, a major reason is that your dues 
support the outreach activities of the NV-ASA including 
the K-12 Poster Competition and Career Days.  Our 
financial needs are not great, so long as we all pitch in 
our modest amounts.   
 
 
 
 

NV-Chapter Officers and Others 
 
 
Elected and voting officers are 
President:           Debra Stiver (2014-2017) 
Past President:   Alicia Chancellor Hansen (2014-2017) 
Southern Vice President:        Charles Davis (2015-2016) 
Northern Vice President:      Erick Gremlich (2016-2017) 
Secretary:     Gayle Allenback (2016-2017) 
Treasurer:          Guogen Shan (2015-2016) 
Chapter Representative:           Chad Cross (2014-2016) 
 
Also involved are 
Education Committee Co-Chair:           David W Thiel 
Webmaster:        Alicia Chancellor Hansen 
Newsletter co-Editor:             Charles Davis 
Newsletter co-Editor:              Hokwon Cho 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Co-Editors:  
Charles B. Davis 
Hokwon A. Cho 

 
Typesetting:  

Hokwon A. Cho 
 

Silver State-istics welcomes news items and letters from 
members and friends of the NV-ASA on matters of interest to 
the Chapter and the profession. Manuscript or items can be sent 
as a Microsoft Word document, PDF, or within an e-mail. 
Silver State-istics is published by the Nevada Chapter of the 
American Statistical Association. 
 

 2016 Nevada Chapter of American Statistical Association 
 
 

For contact information, please see our website. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

www.amstat.org/chapters/nevada/  
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